
 

 

Appreciation Friday – 24th February 2023 
 

Year 7 

Ruby W - For outstanding reading this week with great resilience. Well done Ruby!  

Laycie D – Wonderful attitude and commitment. Enthusiasm was brilliant! 

Beau B – Wonderful attitude and commitment. Enthusiasm was brilliant! 

7WP3 – The entire class have worked incredibly hard in the fitness suite. They have made 
excellent progress and have embedded subject specific literacy into answering of questions. 
There is a fabulous atmosphere in the room! 

Ethan S – Twice this week Ethan has very kindly, and very expertly fixed some computer 
issues so that the lesson could run smoothly. 

Elisha C – Superb attitude in Geography this week, excellent group work and topped off by a 
superb extended piece of writing for their Green Zone! Well done!  

James D – Consistent hard work and excellent behaviour in Geography. 

Addison H – Addison is always so polite and held the door open for me this week – thank you! 

Ellie M – Ellie wore an amazing pink blazer to celebrate anti-bullying day! 

Year 8 

Luke R, Alfie M & Zac H – The 3 pupils were amazing at performing their DanceTek routine to 
the whole class. They demonstrated an excellent motif and used the necessary elements of 
relationships, actions, dynamics and space. Great work from this trio, well done! 

Jake R – Jake is an exceptional historian and a true RACER pupil. They love the subject and 
every lesson are keen to debate and discuss in class. Their written work shows they are always 
aiming for excellence. They are always polite, respectful and helpful in class too. Thank you 
Jake, you are a pleasure to teach! 

Lottie M and Millie F – Lottie and Millie really impressed me during a PE lesson supporting and 
helping other pupils with Basketball. They made made sure that everyone in the class could 
score a basket during the game - it was lovely to see them being so supportive!  

Reece D – Great effort in Geography! 

Year 9  

James S – James has made accelerated progress in history over the last few weeks.  It is very 
clear that they have a passion for the subjects and put 100% effort into every lesson. 

Mason E – Just a really hard-working pupil, who is always helpful and polite at all times, a joy 
to have in class!  

Joshua J – Great pupil in lessons, always willing to contribute – well done! 



Mateo D – Always working hard in all lessons – an excellent all-round pupil!  

Cameron C – Great contributions in lessons and a great geographer! 

Leena E – Always answering questions, coming up with their own theories for tasks in lessons, 
they are a ‘super sleuth!’ 

9HT2 – I covered a Technology lesson with this class and they were an absolute pleasure! 
Polite, hardworking and very helpful – well done! 

9HN1/MU – Simply just a wonderful class that always have a positive attitude to learning and 
always try their best - well done! 

9HL2 – This class had a brilliant lesson and it was so much appreciated, that I wanted to share 
with the class how proud this makes Ms Morgan and I (Mrs Irons). 

9WL3 – This class had a brilliant lesson and it was so much appreciated, that I wanted to 
share with the class how proud this makes Ms Morgan and I (Mrs Irons). 

Lewis S – Being a mature and well-mannered member of the year! 

Bobbi E – For being brave enough to answer questions in assembly in front of the whole year 
group when asked by Mr Critchley. Well done! 

Archie H – Consistent hard work and excellent behaviour in Geography! 

Connor H – Connor is always so polite and held the door open for me this week – thank you. 

Year 10 

Luke S, Kathiroli M and Lewis S – Hard-working conscientious attitude in lesson and showing 
additional dedication and initiative in attending after school revision. 

Kathiroli M, Luke S, Lewis S, Johnny W – Kathiroli, Luke, Lewis and Johnny have worked 
extremely hard over the past half term. They have shown excellent determination and 
resilience, coming back after school to revise and collect exam questions. I am extremely 
proud of all the hard work and effort they are putting in and cannot wait to see it pay off 
when they complete their GCSE. A big well done, and keep up the hard work! 

Year 11 

Lauren H, Evie L, Bethany S, Hennie L, Chloe W and Rengin O – These pupils have attended 
after school sessions regularly as well as the half term sessions, showing commitment, 
resilience and aspiration!  Their efforts deserve to be recognised - Well done! 

113/DR1 – The Performing Arts department are so proud of all the classes efforts towards 
their examination which took place, all the pupils were dedicated and professional and a credit 
to themselves - well done! 

Amelia D, Jemima D & Lily B – Attending Super Curricular lessons and the sessions over half 
term. These pupils have shown constant commitment to the course, striving for excellence 
throughout their lessons.  Well done! 

11W3/EN – Fantastic effort and resilience demonstrated in every lesson of English this week! 
Very proud of the entire class! 


